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I. Introduction
One of the most challenging problems in the field of alternative methods of dispute resolution (ADR) is deciding which
process or processes (e.g., arbitration, mediation, trial, or some hybrid of these *2 primary processes) are most appropriate for
a particular dispute. This question may be asked by a lawyer, a client, or a court official. Indeed its reach extends to any
setting where disputes are pending. We will begin by looking at the context in which this problem commonly arises. Then, in
Part II, we will analyze the various responses given in the literature and offer our conclusions, as well as a modified approach
derived partly from the work of our predecessors. Finally, in Part III, we will suggest a simplified, user-friendly solution-namely, to begin with mediation in all cases except a limited group of situations in which mediation is inappropriate.
A. Problem and Scope of Matching Conflicts and Procedures
The key question is what process or processes can best satisfy the interests of the party that is seeking guidance on what
dispute resolution method to use. This party could be either the client or her lawyer. Although choosing the process remains
art rather than science, we believe that there are both theoretical and practical indications to guide this process choice.
Although in this Article we focus on the choice of process that would best satisfy the interests of one party, it should be noted
that “the most appropriate process” could also be defined as one that best satisfies the interests of both parties. The highest
payoff for both parties is a Pareto efficient outcome, which can often be achieved by a problem-solving process like
mediation.1 The most appropriate process can also mean a procedure that best satisfies the goals of a court, society, or the
state. This aspect of the appropriate process is described in Part III.B.2 of this Article, dealing with the “public perspective.”
B. Importance of Matching Tools to Process

Choose the most effective tool for the dispute. One obvious reason for thinking about the process is to choose the one that
will give the parties the most appropriate tool to resolve their dispute and that will best satisfy their interests.
Convince your opponent. Another reason for thinking about the process choice is to give a party and her counsel arguments to
convince the other party why she should agree to a particular process.2
Convince the court. Additionally, thinking about the process prepares a party for making arguments to a court, as necessary,
as to *3 why such a process would or would not be appropriate for the particular case.3
Our focus in this Article is primarily on helping the party (and her counsel) to choose the process that would most effectively
maximize their interests, but in Part III.B.2 we include the perspective of a judge and the legislature.
C. Process Choices at Different Stages of the Conflict
Dispute resolution process choices exist at all stages of conflict or potential conflict.
1. A Conflict Exists but a Dispute Resolution Clause Does Not
In this Article we assume that the dispute already exists, or at least that the parties’ goals and some other facts about the
dispute are known. In such a case the party should have a tool to decide whether there is any procedure more appropriate than
litigation, which is the default unless the parties decide otherwise.
2. A Conflict Exists, but the Existing Contractual Clause Is Not Apt for the Dispute
Similarly, when an existing clause is not appropriate for the dispute, the parties may want to change it at the outset of the
dispute or while another procedure is being used. The analysis of the process choice at this point might be useful not only for
deciding on the most appropriate procedure for the dispute, but also for convincing the opponent why the new process would
be superior to the status quo. In such a case, mediation, because of its non-threatening, consensual nature, might be the
preferred first choice of the parties.
3. A Conflict Does Not Yet Exist
The dispute resolution clause should not be considered only at the stage of imminent conflict. We believe that much of the
advice presented in this Article will also be helpful to the parties when forming a contract and designing the dispute
resolution clause, when they do not yet know the details of the dispute or even whether such a dispute will ever occur. In such
a case mediation should be the preferred third-party process because it involves no commitments and because it is the most
universal in achieving goals and overcoming impediments to settlement. The parties might also consider a multi- *4 stage
clause that begins with negotiation followed by mediation, and which might include other more binding processes such as
arbitration.4
4. Our Approach
The analysis of the problem will be approached in three ways. First, there will be a theoretical discussion of issues that
parties and their counsel should consider before deciding which process would suit them best. Second, there will be an
assessment of the data on which dispute resolution processes parties most frequently choose and the levels of satisfaction
with these processes. Third, there will be an examination of the judgment of dispute resolution professionals as reflected in
Table 2 (Goals), Table 3 (Facilitating Features), and Table 4 (Impediments).5
We seek to integrate both theory and practice into the analysis, which is supported with appropriate data where such data
exist. However, because much of the data is conflicting and context-specific, it is difficult to offer any general conclusions.
Although in this Article we focus on existing procedures, our analysis and conclusions can be used not only for choosing a
particular process but also for designing a new or hybrid process specifically fitted to the needs of the parties. Therefore, this
Article suggests that matching processes may be just the first step of the process choice, after which the parties should
modify their preferred procedure to suit the particular needs of their dispute.
Probably the most important process choice takes place when the parties first choose their dispute resolution process. That
original choice, however, may not continue to be optimal. Due to possible changes of conditions throughout the dispute and
gains in understanding of the dispute pending its resolution, the parties could profit from changing their dispute resolution
procedure during the processing of the dispute. Thus, they should continually question their choice of procedure throughout
the process and keep a flexible mind attuned to possibly changing or modifying the selected procedure. *5 For example,
during a pre-agreed mediation of a family dispute, the parties may decide that it will be more beneficial for them to use
arbitration instead, perhaps because they need a definitive third-party expert opinion. In a commercial dispute, a mediator and
two mid-level managers may conclude that their goals may be better achieved through the participation of more senior

company officials with broader perspectives. Therefore, the parties may decide that a minitrial will be more appropriate to
resolve their dispute than mediation.
5. Court-Related (Public) and Out-of-Court (Private) Processes
One of the key problems in selecting the most appropriate procedure for a case involves the choice between court-related and
out-of-court processes. Although public and private processes can share an identical name (e.g., court-annexed “mediation”
and private divorce “mediation”), they may produce very different results. For example, even if the party knows that she
prefers mediation, she can choose not only from an array (continuum) of forms of mediation, but she can also decide whether
she wants some court connection and assistance, such as help in choosing a mediator, more formal discovery, or enforcement.
6 A similar relationship exists between court adjudication and private judging, private arbitration and court-annexed
arbitration, and early neutral evaluation (ENE) and case evaluation.7 Another approach to this problem is to look at critical
differences in court-related and out-of-court processes in general and not with regard to particular processes.
Considerations in assessing the options include finding out the dispute resolution climate in the place of dispute and deciding
whether to select a third party neutral. Different state and federal courts offer a variety of ADR procedures to choose from. A
party can only make an informed choice between a court-related process and a private process when that party knows which
processes are available in court. In addition, if a party wants to retain the choice of the neutral, she should decide on a private
process. Sometimes parties have such great confidence in a particular neutral that they leave the *6 choice of process to her,
but often the choice of a neutral comes after the procedure is already chosen.8
Private and public processes are not mutually exclusive, and it is possible to combine them. For example, particularly where a
factual issue needs to be established, a party may file a claim in order to go through discovery and later settle the dispute
through a more facilitative and creative process like mediation. This raises the strategic question of how best to sequence
private and public procedures. Should parties sue first and then settle, or is it better to start with the friendlier private
procedure? Or, should the public and private processes proceed on parallel tracks?
6. Fitting the Fuss to the Forum and the Forum to the Fuss
The problem of matching the case to the process can be looked at from two ends: the fuss and the forum. Prior to the Frank E.
A. Sander and Stephen B. Goldberg article,9 attempts to match procedures and disputes always began by describing processes
or forums and then matching or fitting cases to these procedures (“fitting the fuss”). These approaches are still in use now-for example, the Guide to Judicial Management of Cases in ADR,10 or other publications that describe one or more of the
dispute procedures and predict what kind of fuss would usually fit them.11
Alternatively, one can analyze the case, including the parties and their goals, and then match the case to an existing process
(forum) or design a process that would best fit the parties’ interests and case characteristics. This kind of analysis was
proposed by Sander and Goldberg12 and has been repeated in other publications.13
The first method assumes that the dispute resolution procedures are somewhat fixed, and therefore, prior to knowing the case,
one can predict what kind of case should be matched to a certain procedure. *7 To some extent this is true, and such
predictions are possible. However, since disputes usually include a great number of elements that can influence and
determine the most appropriate procedure, the latter approach of fitting the forum to a described fuss seems more efficient.
Beginning the analysis from the parties’ goals and case characteristics, which are hard to change, and then fitting (tailoring)
the most appropriate forum for such a case seems a more reasonable approach.14 Moreover, since one procedure can have a
variety of forms, knowing the case allows one not only to match it to one of the known procedures, but also to adapt a
procedure to best fit the given dispute.15
Although the latter approach seems to be superior in most circumstances, in this Article we combine both perspectives. In the
first step of the process of matching cases with procedures, described in Part II.B of this article, we focus on examining the
fuss through the lens of the goals of the parties. In the second step, we analyze the facilitating features of both cases and
procedures. Finally, in the third step, which deals with how particular procedures can overcome impediments to an effective16
resolution, we focus mainly on the features of the forum.
II. Implications of the Existing Theory and Data
Until today there have been at least four principal attempts to develop a taxonomy for deciding which process is best for a
dispute. Table 1 provides a brief summary of the key points of these four approaches. In this part of this Article we offer our
conclusions and a modified approach derived partly from the work of our predecessors. We propose a revised comprehensive
system, in which we distill the *8 key factors affecting choice of process down to three main categories: goals, facilitating
features, and impediments. Conclusions from this three-step approach lead us to a simpler and more user-friendly method of
matching cases with procedures, which we describe in Part III. We believe that both the more elaborate method presented
here in Part II and the simpler, user-friendly method presented in Part III can be used by courts, parties, or their counsel.

A. Summary of Key Points17
Table 1: Matching Cases with Procedures; Summary of Approaches
Whose Approach

Processes Considered

Basic Question/Issue

SANDER &
GOLDBERGa

All (major) ADR processes.

What are client’s goals and

Proposed Tools and Basis
for the Results
Two grids with numeric

Non-adjudicative processes

what dispute resolution
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in “impediments to

process is likely to achieve

major ADR processes

settlement”
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impediments to settlement,

objectives or avoids each of

and what ADR procedure is

10 impediments to
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impediments?

authors’ experience, and later
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mediation for the dispute in

three possible answers, and
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use the key to interpreting
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“Contraindications for

each question, to provide a

Mediation” ?

preliminary assessment of
whether a case is appropriate
for mediation. (Based on
survey of more than 600
corporate counsel and a study
of 449 commercial dispute
cases.)

FJCd

All majorcourt-annexed

Is the case appropriate for

Two-stage approach: First,

ADR.

ADR: • Parties’

detailed questions re. parties

characteristics; and • Case

and case characteristics

characteristics; If

indicate whether case is

appropriate, then, how can

appropriate for any ADR

we best match the ADR

process at all. Second, list of

process to the case. The two

examples of kinds of cases

basic questions are: • Who

appropriate for different ADR

might select the ADR

processes. (Based primarily

process? (parties, court ADR

on federal court practice and

staff, or judge); and • What

ADR theory.)

criteria can the court use to
match a case to an ADR
process? (Mediation,
Arbitration(s), ENE, SJT, and
Minitrial).
a

Sander & Goldberg, supra note 9.
Dauer, supra note 3.
c CPR Guide, supra note 13.
d FJC Guide, supra note 7.
*9 It is particularly difficult to create a taxonomy and directly compare these systems for a variety of reasons. First, the
systems focus on different processes. For example, the CPR approach focuses on mediation; the Dauer approach does not
specify the procedures.18 Second, the systems use different categories to describe the same issue. For example, an issue that
is within “party/case characteristic” in one system could be assigned to “parties’ goals” or “impediments to *10 the resolution
of the case” in others. Lastly, the systems focus on different kinds of cases.19 The CPR Guide focuses on commercial cases,
for example, while the FJC Guide focuses on court-annexed cases.20 In order to decrease the overlap between different
b

approaches, and to most effectively select (or design) the appropriate process for a dispute, we believe three lenses are key to
focusing the analysis: goals,21 facilitating features,22 and impediments.23
Goals. The first question regarding the choice of the most appropriate process relates to the kind of objectives the party would
like to achieve during, or at the end of, this process. In other words, this future-oriented approach asks what should happen as
a result of the choice of the particular dispute resolution process. As a party will usually have more than one objective, she
should also prioritize her various goals.
Facilitating Features. When the party determines the desired (future) outcome, she should reflect on her present resources,
i.e., the attributes of the case that make it particularly suitable or unsuitable to solving the case. We therefore propose that the
party should focus next on the attributes of the process, the case, and the parties that are likely to facilitate reaching effective
resolution. For example, if the dispute involves lower-level representatives of the parties, but requires a broader view of the
problem from the perspective of the whole company, this might suggest the use of a minitrial, which involves high-level
officials.
Impediments. In the third step of the analysis, we suggest that one should focus on the ability of various procedures to
overcome impediments to effective resolution. This is a focus on the forum.
In this three-part analysis we apply our mixed forum and fuss approach. In the first two steps above, (Goals and Facilitating
Features), we emphasize analysis of the case and the parties (the fuss). In the last step (Impediments), we direct our main
focus to the procedures (Forum) and the effect they may have on the dispute in question. Our analysis has one more
dimension--time. While the first *11 step of the analysis is future-oriented (what should happen), the latter two ask about the
present situation and resources: What is available now?
B. The Goals of the Parties
One of the most basic aspects of finding the appropriate dispute resolution procedure is to look to the goals of the parties and
how they can be satisfied by various processes. As the example below makes clear, the determination of the goals leads to the
particular process or processes that will achieve those goals.
1. Assessing Goals
One of the most essential tasks of a party and her counsel is assessing appropriate goals. We illustrate that by the example
that follows.
Anna is going through a divorce with John. She brings her problem to you--an attorney--and asks for your advice on how to
proceed. Her choice of procedure will partly depend on the goals that she wants to achieve. Does she want to preserve a good
relationship with John? Does she want John to participate in raising their children, or on the contrary, does she want to
prevent him from seeing them? How important is it for her to maximize her monetary income from the divorce? How
important is her financial concern when balanced against the relationship with John and other concerns? Does she want to
keep divorce matters private? Does she have a desire for public vindication?
Before knowing what Anna really wants, it is impossible to make an informed decision about the preferable process. The
table below shows some of the possible goals that Anna or other parties may want to achieve, and the degree to which various
processes satisfy them.24 See Table 2.
Anna’s analysis. In the divorce case described above, probably the first question Anna has to answer is what kind of a
relationship she wants to have with John after the divorce. If they have children, she should also consider what parental
relationship would be best for the children. As indicated in Table 2 (Goals), mediation gives the highest chance of preserving
and even improving the relationship. On the other end of this spectrum, litigation often threatens to destroy the relationship.
According to research, thirty percent of *12 couples that mediated their divorces felt that mediation actually improved their
relationship. By contrast, only fifteen percent felt that litigation improved their relationship and fifty percent believed *13
that it worsened it.25 The benefits of mediation are also salient in the context of commercial contracts--fifty-nine percent of
attorneys in the Cornell Survey stated that an important reason for choosing mediation over adjudication was “preserving
good relationship.”26
Table 2: Goalsa
0 = unlikely to satisfy goal
1 = satisfies goal somewhat

2 = satisfies goal substantially
3 = satisfies goal very substantially

Processb Goal

Mediati

Minitria

Summary Jury

Early Neutral

Arbitration/

Adjudicat

on

lc

Triald

Evaluatione

Private Judging

ion

1

Speedf

3

2

2

3

0 - 2g

0

2
3
4
5

Privacy
Public Vindication
Neutral Opinion
Minimize Costsh

3
0
1
3

3
1
1
2

1
1
2
2

2
1
2
3

1
2
3
0 - 2i

0
3
3
0

6
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Relationshipj
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3k

2

2

1

1

0

0 - 1l

0-1

0-1

0-1

2

3

7

Max/Min
1
1
1
2
3
0 (3)m
Recovery
9 Create New
3
3
1
2
1
0
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1 Party Control of
3
2
1
1
1 - 2p
0
0 Processo
1 Party Control of
3
3
1
2
1
0
1 Outcomeq
1 Shift
0 - 1s
1
2
2
3
3
2 Responsibility for
Decision to a
Third Partyr
1 Court Supervision
0
1
1
2
3
0 - 2t
3 or Compulsion
1 Transformation of
3
1
0
0
0
0
4 the Partiesu
1 Provide Satisfying
3
3
2
2
2
0
5 Processv
1 Improve
3
3
1
2
2
1
6 Understanding of
the Disputew
OTHER
a Goals 1-8 in the Table were taken (after some modification) from the table in Sander & Goldberg, supra note 9. Since
these goals are extensively described there, we only refer to that article here. Goals 9-14, which were added to the original
Sander & Goldberg table, are briefly described and illustrated in the footnotes below.
b For a detailed description of various court-based ADR processes, see, e.g., FJC Guide, supra note 7, app. A, at 128-35.
c The minitrial is a process that was invented in a complex patent and trademark dispute in 1976. It involves a hearing
panel consisting of a neutral provider and high-status settlement officials from each side. Pursuant to a protocol jointly
developed by the parties and the neutral, each side summarily presents the essence of its case and attempts to respond to
questions from the panel and the other side. At the conclusion, the settlement officials of the two sides go off to see
whether they can reach a mutually satisfactory, often interest-based solution. If this is unsuccessful, then the neutral gives
her view of the likely outcome if the case went to court, and, armed with that prediction, the parties again try to settle the
case.
d The summary jury trial is simply an adaptation of the minitrial for a jury case. Here a small mock jury is assembled
which, following the hearing, gives its “decision” solely for settlement purposes.
e Early neutral evaluation (ENE) was first developed in federal district court in the Northern District of California. Early in
the case the parties appear before an experienced volunteer lawyer who seeks to help the parties reach an amicable
settlement, or, if no settlement is achieved, helps get the case ready for trial.
8
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Most of the parties and their counsel (sixty-five to eighty percent) believe that mediation and arbitration reduce the time
and costs of resolving commercial disputes as compared to litigation. See David B. Lipsky & Ronald L. Seeber, The
Appropriate Resolution of Corporate Disputes: A Report on the Growing Use of ADR by U.S. Corporations 15-19 (1998);
American Arbitration Ass’n, Dispute-Wise Business Management 9-10 (2003). But see Mack, supra note 17, at 25-36.
g Since there are so many forms of arbitration (e.g. single versus multiple arbitrators), speed and costs will vary depending
on the length of the proceedings, the arbitration provider, the number of arbitrators and their fees, etc.
h The subject of cost savings for various ADR procedures is a complex one, and the results vary significantly depending on
the kinds of cases and court settings, as well as the sophistication of the research. In addition, a distinction must be drawn
between cost savings to the disputants and savings to the legal system. In general, there has been no persuasive evidence of
the latter, but some evidence of the former. See C. McEwen, Note on Mediation Research, in Dispute Resolution, supra
note 4, at 162-64. Compare James S. Kakalik et al., An Evaluation of Mediation and Early Neutral Evaluation under the
Civil Justice Reform Act (1996), with Robert G. Hann et al., Evaluation of the Ontario Mandatory Mediation Program
(Rule 24.1): Executive Summary and Recommendations (2001). See also American Arbitration Ass’n, supra note f, at
19-20 (finding that ninety-one percent of corporate counsel surveyed believed that mediation saves money and that
seventy-one percent believed arbitration saves money); Jeanne M. Brett et al., The Effectiveness of Mediation: An
Independent Analysis of Cases Handled by Four Major Service Providers, 12 Negot. J. 3, 263 (1996) (concluding that
mediation is far less expensive than arbitration).
i See supra note f.
j See American Arbitration Ass’n, supra note f, at 7 (finding that one of the distinguishing features of companies that
efficiently deal with their disputes is that they highly value maintaining relationships with their customers and suppliers).
k See Lipsky & Seeber, supra note f, at 17 (noting that fifty-nine percent of attorneys surveyed indicated that “preserving
good relationship” was an important reason for choosing mediation and that mediation is particularly important for parties
who would benefit from continuing business or professional relationships). See also Roy J. Lewicki et al., Negotiation (3d
ed. 1999). For more data, see CPR Guide, supra note 13, at 6.
l While mediation and related processes do not establish precedent for the world at large, they can serve to establish
precedent for the parties involved in the dispute.
m Strictly speaking, mediation is not well-suited to provide maximized gain or minimized loss; however, through creating
value, sometimes one or both parties can achieve better outcomes through mediation than through adjudicative processes
like litigation or arbitration. (The same is true for other processes that can generate new pie-expanding solutions.) For an
example, see the analysis of Anna’s situation, supra Part II.B.
n Sometimes, a party may realize that the court or some other existing procedure may not offer any good solution for the
problem. In this circumstance, inventing a new solution itself becomes a goal for the parties. For example, in a dispute over
the ownership of an indivisible object, the judge will usually be limited to awarding the object to one side. To avoid the
risk of losing and to increase the utility of the resolution, parties could agree to a creative time-sharing solution that would
increase the value for both of them. See infra Part II.C.
o A choice of the most appropriate process for a party may also depend on procedural issues. Tactical goals of a party may
include avoiding discovery (which would suggest a private procedure) or providing for court enforcement possibilities or
cross-examination (which would suggest a court-related procedure). In cases where it is important for a party to retain the
choice of a neutral, she should consider a process other than litigation, since parties do not have any choice in selecting the
judge who will hear their case. Cf. discussion infra Part II.C.1.
p Ex ante, parties have considerable freedom to select the process they want, but once they have done so, they are locked
in. Cf. supra Part I.C.4 (explaining that though the most important process choice takes place when the parties first choose
their dispute resolution process, that original choice may not continue to be optimal and parties could profit from changing
their dispute resolution procedure during the processing of the dispute).
q One of the main differences between various dispute resolution processes is the degree to which parties can influence the
outcome of the dispute. In Table 2 (Goals), the further a procedure is to the right, the less influence parties have over the
outcome of the dispute. It is also possible that parties might decide certain issues and leave others to be decided by a
neutral. For example, a party may want the recovery not to be larger or smaller than a certain number and will agree to a
resolution only within that range (high-low arbitration).
r This may be particularly important in cases where the government is involved or where there are agency issues such that
lower-level agents do not feel empowered to make settlement decisions or substantial concessions.
s This depends on the type of mediation being used. In evaluative mediation, parties are subject to some of the pressure
akin to a court decision and, hence, may be able to shift part of the responsibility to the mediator.

t

“0” is the value for a private, out-of-court mediation. Higher values may be appropriate when issues of settlement
approval and enforcement of the agreement are at stake. Moreover, in mandatory mediation there is arguably at least court
supervision over some aspects of the process though not the outcome.
u The most important goal of a party may not be to achieve a certain outcome but to transform its own or the other party’s
behavior. See Robert A. Baruch Bush & Joseph P. Folger, The Promise of Mediation: Responding to Conflict Through
Empowerment and Recognition 160-61 (2d ed. 2005) (suggesting that the transformative approach to mediation does not
seek resolution of the immediate problem, but rather seeks the empowerment and mutual recognition of the parties
involved).
v There is consistent evidence in the ADR literature that mediation is more satisfying than litigation. See Mack, supra note
17, at 26. For evidence in the context of family mediation, see Joan B. Kelly, A Decade of Divorce Mediation Research, 34
Fam. & Conciliation Cts. Rev. 373, 377 (1996). According to the American Arbitration Association, eighty-three percent of
the participants agree that mediation is a more satisfying process while sixty-six percent agree that arbitration is more
satisfying than litigation. American Arbitration Ass’n, supra note f, at 18.
To some extent the satisfaction may result from the parties’ control over process, outcome, a better relationship or other
goals presented in this table. We believe, however, that “increasing satisfaction” or “avoiding dissatisfaction” can be an
independent goal.
w Even if a procedure does not end with a settlement, a better understanding of the interests of the other party and the roots
of the dispute can lead to agreement and/or improvement of the relationship at a later stage.
*15 However, a future relationship with John may not be what Anna desires. To the contrary, she may prefer her children to
have as little exposure as possible to John. In such a case, she should probably go to court and request that the court grant
very limited visitation rights to John or even issue a restraining order against him if the situation warrants one.
If Anna decides that her most important goal is to maximize her monetary income from the divorce, the suggested forum to
best realize such a goal would probably be court. However, the question of the highest payoff is a complicated one. At first
sight, winning a case in litigation might secure the highest possible payoff. There are, however, three caveats. First, losing the
case may result in the highest loss rather than the highest gain, and, therefore, considering the risk of loss, this procedure may
turn out to be not so beneficial after all.27 Additionally, a monetary outcome of litigation will probably be offset by higher
transactional costs compared to other procedures. Thus, due to a risk of high loss and to high transactional costs, the expected
value of litigation may be lower relative to its alternatives. Second, the outcome of a court case likely will assume a constant
pie and disregard the possibility of increasing the payoffs. Thus, parties often could get higher payoffs through a pieenlarging settlement (via mediation) than in court. This would be the case where, in exchange for higher alimony, child
support, or a lump sum, Anna offers John something he could not get through the court. For example, Anna could agree not to
reveal some of John’s business or private secrets or she could agree to more convenient visitation times than would otherwise
be set by the court.28 Hence, through problem-solving and value-creating opportunities, one or both parties could achieve an
outcome more favorable than the court alternative. Third, winning in litigation may win the battle but lose the war if Anna is
unable to collect on the judgment against John.
Another important question that Anna needs to ask herself is whether she wants the case to become publicly known or
whether she would prefer to keep it confidential. If John’s behavior would be dangerous to their children, or if Anna wanted
to publicly shame John, she might want to make the case public. The court would be the best place to do so. If, however, her
intention is to keep the case private *16 and confidential, non-court mediation or another private, non-court process like case
evaluation would be more suitable.
One of the key issues that Anna needs to contemplate is whether the mediation agreement should be enforceable as a private
contract or as a court judgment.29 If the parties want to use a more facilitative process and still benefit from the enforcement
of the court, they can settle through a facilitative court-annexed process such as mediation. Then the settlement, after being
confirmed by the court, can be embodied in a court decree.
On the other hand, research shows a higher compliance rate with consensual agreements than with decrees that are forced
upon the parties.30 Therefore, particularly when the parties desire continued cooperation in the future, they may prefer
voluntary agreements to court decisions.
It should be noted that court enforcement should be balanced against the party’s goal to keep the dispute and its result
confidential, and, thus, parties must decide which objective is paramount.
2. Other Possible Goals
A particular challenge arises when the dispute is one of a group of disputes or centers on one event in a series.31 Not only

does the party have to consider the future relationship with the other side, but the party must also determine how this case
relates to other cases, which may completely change the goals of the party. For example, a party may care less about the
outcome of a particular case than about such factors as precedent, future claims, economies of scale, chronology of the cases,
or relationships with other parties (repeat players). Thus, when the perspective of the party widens from one specific case to a
few linked cases, her goals, and hence the analysis of the most appropriate procedure, will shift as well.32
*17 It is very important that parties treat the goals given in Table 2 (Goals) just as examples among many possible objectives.
The list of goals is far from exhaustive, and, in each dispute, the parties should ask themselves which particular goals are
salient under the circumstances. For example, in this case Anna may not want her children to testify in court, and she may
therefore strongly prefer mediation or other processes that are private and confidential. In commercial and other cases, a party
may prefer to collect a lower amount sooner rather than a higher amount later. This situation may arise where a company has
liquidity problems or where an accident victim needs money now for medical treatment.33
Fairness is another goal that may occasionally be salient. For example, Anna, for reputational reasons, may say that her
primary goal is to reach a fair settlement with John. Fairness, however, is an elusive concept that different individuals value
differently. Fairness of process and fairness of outcome are also traditionally distinct.34 In light of these ambiguities, it will be
difficult to pinpoint the process implications for Anna in such a case. Given the prevailing evidence of high satisfaction with
mediation,35 as well as its flexibility,36 that process would generally be a good starting choice. More generally, consensual
processes (i.e., mediation, minitrial, summary jury trial, and ENE) would seem to provide the best opportunity of achieving
what disputants define as fairness. However, some parties may view inclusion of a third-party decision-maker as essential to
fairness, which would point towards arbitration or court adjudication.
The reader will note that some of these goals pertain to a process outcome (e.g., to control process, to maintain privacy, etc.),
and others are related to a substantive outcome (e.g., to create new solutions, to minimize or maximize recovery). Some goals
include objectives that have both a substantive and a procedural impact (e.g., to minimize costs). These categories may serve
as a helpful guide when looking for additional goals not listed in Table 2.
3. Prioritizing and Weighting the Goals
After deciding which goals the party wants to achieve, one might add together the values in Table 2 (Goals) and “determine”
which process best satisfies her goals. Such an approach, however, assumes *18 that all of these concerns are of equal value
to the party, which may not be true. A better approach would consist of both ranking and weighting the goals. Therefore, a
party could assign a weight, in points, to each of her concerns, and then multiply them by the measure by which such
procedure satisfies these goals, as indicated in Table 2 (Goals). For example, Anna might decide that since it would be best
for the children that she and John maintain a good relationship, this should be her highest priority. She would therefore assign
a weight of 3 to this goal.37
It may also be very important to Anna that the procedure be kept private. Although everybody thinks of her only as a victim
now, she is convinced that if outsiders knew all the facts about the breakdown of their marriage, she would have to bear part
of the blame for it. Since it is less important than maintaining the relationship, she could assign a weight of 2 to the goal of
privacy.
On the other hand, she is not quite sure whether she will manage to be tough enough in settlement negotiation with John;
moreover, according to her lawyer, the law is on her side. For these reasons, she has a slight preference for shifting the
responsibility for making the decision to a third party. Her last concern is to resolve this matter at a minimal cost. Since
shifting responsibility for a decision to a third party and minimizing costs are less important to her than the first two goals,
which she weighed at 3 and 2, she should assign a weight of 1 to each of the latter ones.
Assigning weights to these different goals should then be followed by multiplying the assigned weight by the effectiveness of
each procedure in satisfying this goal. For example, weight 3 for “Maintaining/Improving Relationship” (from Table 2,
Goals) would translate to the weighted “power/strength” of: 9 (3x3) for mediation; 6 (3x2) for minitrial; 6 (3x2) for summary
jury trial; 3 (3x1) for early neutral evaluation; 3 (3x1) for arbitration; and 0 (3x0) for adjudication. After multiplying weights
assigned to the selected goals, a party would then add up the numbers representing the strength of the weighted goals for each
of the available procedures. For example, after adding weighted power/strength of goals selected by Anna: (Maintain/
Improve Relationship x 3) + (Privacy x 2) + (Minimize costs x 1) + (Shift Responsibility for Decision to a Third Party x 1)
the *19 appropriate power/strengths of the processes are as follows: mediation (18-19),38 minitrial (15),39 summary jury trial,
(12),40 early neutral evaluation (12),41 arbitration (8-10),42 and litigation (3).43 Therefore, Anna could conclude that
mediation would probably best realize her objectives and that the worst choice in this case would be adjudication.
Although this example and proposed method involves a lot of counting and weighing, we still think that this method is more
art than science. It is very important to remember that the outcomes of these calculations should not be taken literally, but
rather that they only provide guidance for evaluating the parties’ goals. Sometimes the primary benefit will be the exercise of

going through this process rather than the numerical result reached.
4. The Goals of the Other Party?
Parties who have consistent goals probably can be convinced easily to use one process. However, what if the goals of the
other party are inconsistent and would suggest another process? One option might be that they would agree to start from
mediation, which seems to be a “safe” procedure (no commitment) for both parties, unless the case is one when even
mediation is not appropriate.44 Another approach is suggested by the New Hampshire court rules. When the parties’ ADR
preferences are incompatible, the court will utilize the least binding process (e.g., mediation over arbitration).45
*20 C. Features of the Process, the Case, and the Parties that Facilitate Effective Resolution
Certain features of the case and the parties can facilitate reaching effective resolution. However, only with an appropriate
dispute resolution procedure will they be triggered. For example, a good relationship and trust between the parties’ attorneys
can facilitate communication and lead to a better settlement. These facilitating features would not be maximally utilized if the
parties selected litigation. Moreover, litigation could quickly destroy both a good pre-existing relationship and trust, creating
an impediment to settlement later. Therefore, it is crucial for the parties to recognize the attributes of the case that may
facilitate effective resolution, and to match these attributes with the process (e.g., mediation) that may trigger them.
Generally speaking, every procedure is capable of activating some of the facilitating features of the case or the parties. For
example, mediation and minitrial can facilitate communication and maximize the parties’ chances for a value-creating
resolution. Summary jury trial and early neutral evaluation may provide an opportunity to make an early assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of the case, allowing the parties to make a more informed decision about a possible settlement.
Adjudication (and binding arbitration) provides certain procedural tools that can serve parties’ needs, including court
enforcement during the dispute resolution process and at the decision-implementation stage.
In our mixed approach of fitting the forum to the fuss and the fuss to the forum, we think it is crucial not only to analyze the
features of the case and the parties, but also to recognize the individual features of each procedure that can benefit the party.
For example, if discovering assets of the defendant is important, or if a third party needs to appear at the proceedings, a party
may prefer litigation, which offers ways of achieving these objectives, such as through discovery or impleader. In cases
where the specific expertise of a neutral is needed, litigation may not be the best option. Other procedures like mediation,
minitrial, or case evaluation, where parties can choose an expert-neutral, will be more advantageous. Each procedure may
have many strengths. In Table 3 we present just a few of them, but in each case, parties should carefully consider the
existence of other beneficial characteristics of the procedures.
*21 Table 3: Facilitating Features
Process Feature
1 Good Relationship
Between the
Attorneysa
2 Good Relationship
Between the Parties
3 Case/Parties Seem
Apt for ProblemSolving
4 One or Both Parties
are Willing to
Apologizeb
5 Eager to Settle (or
Engage in ADR)
6 High-rank Agents
Involvedc
7 Many Issues in Cased
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0
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0
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0
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0

8 Party Would Benefit
0 - 2e
1
2
1
2
3
from Procedural
Features of
Litigatione
9 Specific Expertise of
3
3
1
3
3
1
a Neutral Required
OTHER
a A similar effect can be achieved if a particular counsel (or party) has an excellent reputation for truth and reliability.
b See generally Jonathan R. Cohen, Advising Clients to Apologize, 72 S. Cal. L. Rev. 1009 (1999), and extensive
bibliography cited therein. See also Deborah Levi, The Role of Apology in Mediation, 72 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1165 (1997).
c The lack of power to settle, resulting from the agent or agents involved not having sufficient autonomy, is a serious
disadvantage in negotiation and dispute resolution. On the other hand, the involvement of an official of a higher rank than
the one who feels responsible for the dispute may provide a broader perspective (more issues) and more flexibility in
settlement negotiation. This advantage is particularly useful in a minitrial where high officials on each side assume an
active settlement role. See supra note 31.
d Cases with more than one issue provide more possibilities for beneficial tradeoffs and are more likely to settle. See Mack,
supra note 17, at 26. See also FJC Guide, supra note 7.
e Some of these features are: injunction, discovery, third-party involvement, formal hearing, court enforcement, etc. Each
of these features and its benefits should be considered and valued separately. Benefits of procedural features of litigation
are described in more detail below in Part II.C.1.
1. John’s Business Dispute
One of the things that has been distracting John from his home and that has indirectly caused many quarrels with his wife,
Anna, is his ongoing involvement in a messy business dispute.
Six years ago, John started a small commercial printing company, which has been operating with modest success. Last year,
Jim, a college friend and computer whiz, approached John about providing sophisticated computer services for John’s
printing company, which *22 he assured John would significantly enhance productivity. John was intrigued, and following
extensive discussions, a contract was drawn up by their respective lawyers. Before it was formally executed, John,
preoccupied by his divorce, got cold feet and called the whole deal off. Considering the long-standing relationship between
the two of them, John was immensely surprised and hurt when he was served with a writ for a breach of contract suit filed by
Jim. To make matters worse, in this document Jim accused John of getting a divorce for the sole purpose of immunizing some
of his assets against possible claims by Jim. He demanded that the court freeze John and Anna’s shared bank account and
some other assets. Jim also accused John of dealing behind his back with someone else and asserted that John refused to talk
to him and did not reply to his phone calls or any other messages.
Process implications for John. John, already emotionally fragile due to his divorce, wants a process that will be satisfying and
that will also reduce the amount of pressure on him. Believing he was partly to blame for the miscommunication and the
terminated deal, John is willing to apologize to his friend. Jim, however, has lost all trust in John and does not want to listen
to him. After analyzing the possible opportunities to avoid litigation and to come to a mutually beneficial solution, John may
conclude that he needs to regain trust and open channels of communication. One of the ways of facilitating communication
with Jim may be through Jim’s lawyer, who is a good friend of John’s counsel. John wants to use the good relationship of
their lawyers to communicate his intentions to apologize and regain Jim’s trust, as that could lead to productive mediation.
Another reason why John thinks litigation would not be beneficial is the technical complexity of the dispute. He is afraid a
random judge may not have a sufficient understanding of the matter; he believes that both parties need to better understand
the nuances of the technological process as well as all the risks involved. Thus, he would like to be able to agree with Jim on
an expert who could become their mediator or evaluator. For all the above reasons, John is convinced that mediation or early
neutral evaluation would trigger more features facilitating effective resolution of their conflict than would litigation.47
In the following paragraphs, we analyze some of the most important facilitating features of a procedure (litigation or
arbitration), a *23 case (suitability for problem solving), and the parties (relationship between the parties and their counsel).
2. Features of the Procedure
Procedural features of litigation or arbitration.48 Before deciding which process might be most useful in promoting a party’s
interests, a party (or more often her counsel) should reflect on the procedural advantages and disadvantages of various
procedures. Since among contemplated processes only litigation and arbitration have formalized procedures, those procedures
will be our main focus here. As civil procedure is a large, complex subject, we will limit our remarks to only a few selected

issues: discovery, formal hearing, and third-party involvement.
Discovery can either help or hinder a party’s position. Unlike private dispute resolution forums, courts, through judicial
orders, can compel a disclosure or protect against it. If Anna suspects her husband of concealing assets, a court process may
be appropriate. However, a party must also account for the possibility of discovery abuse; as noted by Dauer, “discovery
abuses are among the most frequently cited causes of excess cost and dissatisfaction with the formal judicial system.”49 Even
if there are no abuses in the discovery process, its costs can escalate and its results are sometimes unpredictable.
An alternative to formal discovery can be a private process of neutral (expert) fact-finding where the parties conduct their
discovery according to their own rules. Parties in mediation or any other private procedure could, for example, limit their
discovery to certain agreed-upon key issues and choose not to formally decide the remaining ones. In mediation and other
facilitative processes, the parties could go so far as to avoid the entire discovery process, and choose instead to focus on their
future relationship.
Another feature of litigation that may provide strategic advantage (or disadvantage) is a formal hearing. Because this involves
the adversarial process, it can lead to discovery of the truth about particular issues in the case, or it could lead to a
deterioration of the parties’ relationship.50 Court hearings can also lead to witness examination, which can be very stressful
for individuals (e.g., Anna’s *24 children in a divorce case) and harmful to parties. Litigation can be very advantageous in a
case where joining a third party would be necessary. This can be compelled only in court or in court-annexed programs like
mediation or arbitration.51
3. Features of the Case
Suitability for problem-solving.52 A problem-solving approach to dispute resolution suggests that the parties “focus on their
actual objectives and creatively attempt to satisfy the needs of both parties, rather than [ ] focusing exclusively on the
assumed objectives of maximizing individual gain.”53 A problem-solving solution is a result the parties have not
contemplated previously which is better than otherwise achievable results.54 These solutions are only possible where parties
can create and freely choose from new potential outcomes. Sometimes suggestions by mediators may aid this process, but
decisions imposed by neutrals are not likely to be based on attempts to enlarge the pie. As reaching a creative solution is one
of the greatest advantages of processes where parties control the outcome (e.g. mediation or minitrial), it is crucial to
recognize which cases might have the greatest potential for problem-solving.
Although it is not easy to predict which cases can be “problem-solved,” certain features of the case and the parties can
indicate a higher or lower probability of such a resolution. A reliable indicator of a high chance for a problem-solving
resolution is a cooperative approach of the parties and their counsel55 and the trust that the parties and counsel have towards
each other.56 In order to come up with new, creative options and to solve problems, parties usually have to *25 share
information, which can either create more value or cause harm to the disclosing party.57 Thus, trust and a cooperative
relationship are needed.58
On the other hand, certain features of the case or the parties may make it more difficult to arrive at a problem-solving
resolution.59 Frequently such difficulties exist
(1) when the parties:
(a) Are certain they will prevail in court (or arbitration);60
(b) Have sensitive information, which could harm the disclosing party when shared;
(c) Want to secure public vindication;61
(d) (Or leaders on each side) Are unreceptive to the general idea of problem-solving;62 or
(2) when the case:
(a) Turns on the existence of a fundamental principle;63 or
(b) Involves a single issue.
4. Features of the Parties
The relationship between the parties and between their counsel. As noted by Edward Dauer, “[t]he relationship between the
parties is at once a resource, an objective, a constraint, and a source of a future contention.”64 Maintaining or improving a
good relationship between the parties often can be one of their goals following the dispute.65 It is also an important factor in
choosing the dispute resolution procedure that would provide the best substantive results (not only in *26 terms of the
relationship). As previously mentioned, a good relationship between the parties, including trust and a cooperative approach, is

a positive indication of effective communication and problem-solving. There is data showing that low to moderate levels of
conflict, distrust, and tension between the parties produce the best outcomes.66 On the other hand, a number of impediments
described later in this article,67 such as poor communication, excessive emotionality, or fear of disclosing true interests, are
the result of a poor relationship. A good relationship is important between the parties; research shows, however, that attitudes
of counsel may be even more important for effective resolution.68 Many commentators and practitioners agree that in all of
these circumstances, processes in which the parties control the outcome are recommended.69
Another issue that can determine the relationship between the parties and the choice of procedure is the dispute resolution
styles of the parties and particularly their counsel. According to empirical research, much evidence shows that different
results follow from the choice of a cooperative or a competitive style.70 Consequently, a competitive style of the other party
and particularly her counsel is an argument against choosing a negotiation-based procedure (like mediation or minitrial). On
the other hand, a cooperative style of the other party will suggest a higher probability of a problem-solving solution. The
problem-solving solution depends not only on the negotiating styles of the parties, but also on their eagerness to get involved
in ADR and their negotiating skills. Parties who feel that they have strong negotiation skills should be more eager to engage
in mediation; conversely, inability to negotiate is a counter-indication for mediation.
When analyzing personal features and opportunities of the dispute, one should also consider the positions of the engaged
individuals in their respective organizations. When an opponent on the other side of the table is relatively low in the hierarchy
of the organization that she represents, her power may be narrowly defined and she may *27 not be able or willing to agree to
a solution that was not pre-approved. The higher the position of the official, the broader picture of the dispute she may have
and the more flexible and creative she may be with respect to the resolution of the dispute.
A bad relationship between the parties will not only decrease the chance of effective resolution, but it can also be the reason
for a legal dispute in the first place. If this is the case, facilitative processes like mediation are better suited for improving the
relationship and getting to the root of the problem. This may be particularly true where the legal dispute is only a symptom of
a deeper conflict or when parties could benefit from the improved relationship in the future.
D. Capacity of a Procedure to Overcome Impediments to Effective Resolution
The vast majority of cases ultimately settle.71 At least, most parties try to settle, for they often perceive settlement as more
beneficial than the binding decision of a third party. Therefore, in considering impediments to resolution, parties and their
counsel should mainly focus on impediments to settlement and particularly on the capacity of different procedures to
overcome such impediments.
There are cases in which impediments can be better overcome by some adjudicative procedure (e.g., important principle,
“jackpot” syndrome,72 or different view of facts).73 For that reason, and in order to give the parties the full spectrum of
procedures from which to choose, adjudicative procedures are added to the table below.74 There are other instances where
settlement is not an appropriate resolution of a case. This problem is described in Part III.B of this Article dealing *28 with
cases where mediation is not appropriate because of private or public perspectives.
Table 4: Capacity of a Process to Overcome Impediments to Effective Resolution
0 = unlikely to satisfy goal
1 = satisfies goal somewhat
Process Impediment
1 Poor Communication
2 Need to Express Emotions
3 Different View of Facts
4 Different View of Law
5
6
7
8
9
1
0

Important Principle
Constituent Pressure
Linkage to Other Disputes
Multiple Parties
Different Lawyer-Client
Interests
Jackpot Syndrome

2 = satisfies goal substantially
3 = satisfies goal very substantially
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0
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1
1
2
2
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2
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1
1
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3
2
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a Although adjudicative processes are, in fact, the only way to resolve the disputed question of law, the answer may come
too late for the parties to use this knowledge. They can come to a more efficient solution if they receive an informed
opinion earlier in the case. For this reason, we assign value 2 (not 3) to the adjudicative processes.
b One of the key tensions in negotiation is the dilemma of whether to disclose one’s own interests or preferences and thus
increase chances for value creation, or whether to conceal them and claim value, thereby protecting oneself from being
exploited by the other party. See Lax & Sebenius, supra note 59, at 29-45. See also Russell Korobkin, Negotiation Theory
and Strategy 223 (2002); Mnookin et al., supra note 56, at 11-43. One solution to this dilemma is for the parties to make
partial reciprocal disclosures over time. Another solution would be to involve a third party neutral to facilitate the exchange
of information.
c Examples of psychological barriers include reactive devaluation, loss aversion, or optimistic overconfidence.
Overcoming psychological barriers requires a third-party perspective. Therefore, it is likely that a neutral person such as a
mediator can most effectively deal with impediments of a psychological nature. For detailed descriptions of these barriers
and some ways to overcome them, see Part II, Social and Psychological Perspectives, Barriers to Conflict Resolution
26-107 (Kenneth Arrow & Robert H. Mnookin et al. eds., 1999). Robert H. Mnookin, Why Negotiations Fail: An
Exploration of Barriers to the Resolution of Conflict, 8 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 235, 235-49 (1993).
d Inability to negotiate effectively may be caused either by a very hostile negotiation style or, at the other extreme, by an
extremely yielding style. Sometimes otherwise good negotiators may be very ineffective when dealing with certain parties.
For example, in a family/divorce dispute each spouse should carefully consider the past patterns of decision-making of the
divorcing parties, and make sure that he/she can face the other spouse and effectively advocate his/her own interest.
Inability to do so may suggest a procedure where a third party makes a binding decision, instead of a mediation that might
be otherwise advisable. Another approach here would be to use agents. See generally Negotiating on Behalf of Others:
Advice to Lawyers, Business Executives, Sports Agents, Diplomats, Politicians, and Everybody Else (Robert H. Mnookin
& Lawrence E. Susskind et al. eds., 1999); see also Goldberg & Sander et al., supra note 4, at 66.
e According to many economists, trial is caused by excessive optimism on the part of one or both parties of the dispute. For
economic analyses of incentives to settle, see John. P. Gould, The Economics of Legal Conflicts, 2 J. Legal Stud. 279
(1973); William M. Landes & Richard A. Posner, Adjudication as a Private Good, 8 J. Legal Stud. 235 (1979). Cf. Robert
Cooter et al., Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: A Testable Model of Strategic Behavior, 11 J. Legal Stud. 225 (1982).
f Although in fact arbitration and litigation most effectively can show parties whether their expectations were realistic, after
such a binding resolution, it is generally too late for the parties to use this knowledge to arrive at a better result. We think
that the benefit for the party of having a realistic expectation is to be able to settle rationally. An arbitration or a court
award often precludes the possibility of such later settlement. (However, in some cases a post-settlement (or post-award)
settlement is possible. See Howard Raiffa, Post-Settlement Settlements, 1 Neg. J. 9 (1985)).
g For more examples of impediments and their descriptions see, e.g., Barriers, supra note c; Michael Watkins & Samuel
Passow, Analyzing Linked Systems of Negotiations, 12 Negot. J. 325 (1996); Robert H. Mnookin & Lewis Kornhauser,
Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of Divorce, 88 Yale L.J. 950 (1979); Mnookin et al., supra note 56;
Michael Watkins & Susan Rosegrant, Breakthrough International Negotiation: How Great Negotiators Transformed the
World’s Toughest Post-Cold War Conflicts (2001); Goldberg & Sander et al., Dispute Resolution, supra note 4, at 99; Lax
& Sebenius, supra note 59; Max H. Bazerman & Margaret A. Neale, Negotiating Rationally (1993); Lawrence Susskind &
Geoffrey Cruikshank, Breaking the Impasse: Consensual Approaches to Resolving Public Disputes (1987).
*29 This list of impediments is not exhaustive. Parties should be encouraged to look for other impediments in their particular
case. Moreover, much more can be said about each of these impediments and ways of overcoming them. Two of the most

challenging impediments are discussed below.
1. Power Imbalance
Disputes can be resolved based either on (1) rights of the parties, as through litigation, or (2) parties’ interests, often through
facilitative mediation because the more evaluative the mediation, the more rights-based it usually is, or (3) power, such as
through coercion or war.75
The implications of power imbalances for process selection represent one of the most difficult and unsettled subjects of
dispute resolution. Generally speaking, an interest-based approach is preferable because it is usually cheaper and faster, and
because it *30 has the potential of providing mutual benefits. However, the interest-based approach also provides an
opportunity for exploitation by the more powerful party. This may suggest the use of a rights-based approach, like
adjudication, in situations where there is disproportionate power and a higher probability of such abuse.76 One must also keep
in mind the alternative to using a particular process. For example, power imbalances pose a difficult challenge for mediation,
but often the alternative to mediation is negotiation rather than litigation, and, arguably, power imbalances are aggravated in
negotiation.
There is a serious discussion in the dispute resolution literature of not only whether mediation could mitigate power
imbalances but, more importantly, whether it ought to do so.77 Some authors believe that mediation is not capable of
mitigating these power imbalances and that mediation should not mitigate such imbalances, as this would be against the
principle of neutrality. Other commentators think that sometimes mediators can mitigate such imbalances but believe that the
parties should be warned in advance about the mediator’s inclination to do so.78
Disproportionate power may be the result of various differences between the parties, such as financial resources, legal
arguments and representation,79 negotiation skills, emotional dependence, etc. Depending on the source of power, the parties
may have different strengths in different forums. Knowing her sources of power, the weaker party should strategically select
a forum where her powers *31 are relatively strongest. For example, in a case that requires extensive discovery, a poor party
may prefer to “forget the past” and focus on the future, proposing to mediate or to use ENE instead of going through a long
and costly discovery. Litigation could also be beneficial if a party “can withstand long delays and significant risk.”80 If the
party knows that her case is strong on law, and that in negotiation she would be intimidated by powerful and sophisticated
lawyers on the other side, she may prefer to go to court with a lawyer instead of engaging in face-to-face negotiation or
mediation. Moreover, as many mediators do not believe that power balancing is a part of their role, a weaker party
(particularly an unrepresented party) may be better protected in court than in mediation. With respect to the success rate of
mediation, according to research, mediation is more likely to end with a settlement where there is disproportionate power
between the parties.81 This, however, does not answer the question of the fairness, and thus appropriateness, of the procedure.
Apart from those procedures mentioned earlier in this article (e.g., in Table 2 and Table 3), most of the courts have courtannexed ADR procedures, which can combine some benefits of both court-supervised and private procedures. According to
Dauer, though some of the risks of mediation will remain, “mediators who conduct court-referred sessions tend to believe
more in their role as guardians of fair solutions.”82
2. Questions of Law, of Fact, or Both83
Facilitative processes, such as mediation, are less appropriate in cases where facts need to be determined. This is particularly
true where a case depends on a witness’s credibility or complex discovery.84 On the other hand, even when facts are uncertain
but relevant *32 for the case, a facilitative method might direct the solution away from the past and toward some futureoriented resolutions. Another situation where parties might decide not to dispute all the facts might be when this would inflict
great costs on them. In such a case, instead of resorting to costly and time-consuming expert witnesses, parties may prefer a
creative solution based on some other criteria. The parties can also agree to start with an evaluative process determining the
facts, and based on such findings to follow with a facilitative, problem-solving process like mediation. Depending on the
agreement of the parties, the fact determination can be either binding (such as through adjudication and arbitration) or nonbinding (such as through non-binding fact-finding or non-binding arbitration). When, however, the sole issue in the case is a
legal one, a court proceeding may be the most efficient approach. Parties may resolve the dispute by filing motions to dismiss
or motions for summary judgment. When legal issues are in question, there is often a need for precedent, and, thus,
adjudication would be the most appropriate procedure.
III. A User-Friendly, Mediation-Centered Approach85
A. Step One: Assume Mediation
The combination of the theoretical examination presented above and the empirical data suggests that mediation is almost
always a superior starting process.
1. Conclusions from the Theory and Data (Part II)--Some Arguments for the “Superiority” of Mediation

We roughly divide advantages of mediation into two categories--ones generically present in any mediation (which we call
“macrobenefits”) and ones applicable to particular cases and parties (which we call “microbenefits”).
(1) Macrobenefits
(a) In most cases, mediation is capable of resolving disputes.86
(b) Even if mediation does not produce a settlement, it becomes a route leading to other processes. Trying to resolve disputes
through mediation can result in three *33 possible outcomes, each usually making a party better off than if she had gone
straight to litigation:
(i) The case can settle.
(ii) In case of failure, the mediator may be able to give an informed recommendation for another procedure.87
(iii) Mediation can assist in settling some of the issues, leaving others for another possibly more coercive procedure.
(c) This approach is consistent with writings on dispute resolution system design where less invasive and less expensive
methods are usually preferred and should precede the more expensive and invasive ones.88
(d) Mediation is very flexible. It can be fitted to many different contexts and made to accommodate different party needs and
case characteristics.
(e) Mediation is most likely to overcome impediments to settlement.89 Since mediation is more likely to produce a Pareto
efficient result than adjudication, it is more likely to be responsive to the needs of both parties to the dispute, often by
avoiding the need to resolve disputed questions of fact and focusing instead on a forward-looking solution.
(f) Mediation is most likely to trigger facilitating features of the case and the parties and thus facilitate efficient resolution of
the dispute.90
(g) Even where one or both parties believe they will win in litigation, mediation will still be useful by quantifying *34 the
likelihood of victory and exploring more attractive alternative solutions.91
(h) A settlement obtained through mediation is more likely to be complied with.92
(i) According to empirical research, mediation is preferred by practitioners and parties.93
(j) Mediation has a higher participant satisfaction rate than any other procedure.94
(2) Microbenefits
In addition to the above macrobenefits of mediation, there are a number of potential microbenefits that argue for resort to
mediation in most cases:
(a) Clarifying the issues in dispute;
(b) Helping channel or control anger or other negative emotions;
(c) Giving one or both parties an opportunity to tell their stories and to be fully heard by the other side;
(d) Providing an opportunity for an apology;
(e) Providing a “reality check” from a knowledgeable intermediary of their positions or expectations;95
(f) Providing a confidential setting in which to explore each other’s interests and needs;
(g) Helping to explore the possibility for trade-offs or creative solutions;
(h) Helping to educate the decision-makers on either side;
*35 (i) Providing an intermediary who could make offers and counteroffers more acceptable by presenting them as his or her
own;
(j) Providing an intermediary who can reframe proposals, inject her own ideas as appropriate, and take blame, if necessary.
Finally, if “the most appropriate process for dispute” is defined as the one that best satisfies the interests of both parties and
creates the largest possible pie (has the largest probability of producing a Pareto efficient outcome), mediation, having the
highest value-creating potential, should be the process of first choice.

Since mediation is the most often used and often the most useful process of dispute resolution, a simpler, more efficient
approach to matching cases with procedures is to regard mediation as a point of departure, unless there are contraindications
to its use, a topic to which we now turn.
2. Mediation and Adjudication: Opposite Sides of the Same Coin?
At the outset, it should be noted that a careful study of Table 2 (part of which is shown below as Table 5) will show that there
is a complementary relationship between the capacities of mediation and adjudication to achieve particular goals. Goals such
as improving the relationship or minimizing costs that are highly likely to be attained through mediation (score of 3) are
highly unlikely to be achieved through adjudication (score of 0). Similarly, goals such as obtaining a precedent are highly
likely to be achieved by adjudication (score of 3) but very unlikely to be achieved through mediation (score of 0). Thus, many
of the cases that are inappropriate for mediation are those cases that require adjudication. See Table 5.
Note that when a procedure does not satisfy a particular goal (“0” value in Table 5), such a goal may later become an
impediment to efficient resolution of the dispute through this procedure. Thus, for example, if Anna desires that her case
result in a precedent, that goal cannot be satisfied by mediation, and, therefore, the value for mediation is “0” in Table 5.
Accordingly, this goal would become a contraindication to effective resolution of this dispute through mediation. If, on the
other hand, Anna wants to minimize costs and maintain relationships, these will become contraindications to the satisfactory
resolution of her dispute through adjudication, and, hence, the value for litigation in Table 5 is 0.
*36 Table 5: Mediation and Adjudication Contrasted96
Goals
Mediation
Adjudication
Minimize Costs
3 - max
0 - min
Speed
3 - max
0 - min
Privacy
3 - max
0 - min
Create New Solutions
3 - max
0 - min
Control Process
3 - max
0 - min
Control Outcome
3 - max
0 - min
Maintain/Improve Relationship
3 - max
0 - min
Transformation of the Parties
3 - max
0 - min
Provide Satisfying Process
3 - max
0 - min
Vindication
0 - min
3 - max
Neutral Opinion
0 - min
3 - max
Precedent
0 - min
3 - max
Maximize/Minimize Recovery
0 - min
3 - max
Shift Responsibility for Decision to a Third Party
0 - min
3 - max
We notice that: (1) since mediation and adjudication satisfy or do not satisfy opposite goals, and (2) the goals that are not
satisfied by a certain procedure become contraindications to this procedure, certain conclusions follow. Mediation’s goals are
contraindications to satisfactory adjudication, and adjudication’s goals are contraindications to mediation. Therefore, in the
great majority of cases either mediation or adjudication will satisfy the goals of the parties and will overcome impediments to
resolution. Finally, in cases where goals of the parties are not satisfied by litigation, mediation should be employed.
B. Step Two: When Is Mediation Not Appropriate?
1. Party’s Perspective
a. Contraindications to Mediation
As a matter of party choice, mediation may be inappropriate or insufficient for certain kinds of disputes. Some of the
indications for such a situation might be the following features:
(1) A party’s need to attain a goal that only a court or an arbitrator can provide such as:97
(a) a precedent valid beyond immediate parties;98
*37 (b) maximizing or minimizing the recovery; or
(c) public vindication.
(2) The case turns on a matter of principle.99

(3) There is a wholly frivolous claim--if so, the client may have standard policy for handling such claims.
(4) The jackpot syndrome.100
Besides these examples, parties may have other specific reasons why mediation would not be appropriate.
b. Partial Contraindications to Mediation
In other circumstances, mediation is simply less likely to be successful (partial contraindication) and other procedures may be
more appropriate. The first category of partial contraindications is where there are different views of the law. There are a
variety of ways to clarify legal uncertainty in other processes, ranging from evaluative mediation to early neutral evaluation
or arbitration and court adjudication. A second category of partial contraindications to mediation is where the parties
anticipate needing judicial enforcement. This is not a contraindication to mediation itself. For example, a specific case where
court enforcement is particularly important is where there is a need for a “structural injunction”--a case in which an outcome
is an order that will govern the parties for a certain period of time and under which there will be repeated occasions for new
disputes to arise.101 In some other situations where enforcement issues are anticipated but the case basically needs the
problem-solving feature of mediation, the resulting agreement could be embodied in a court decree. Third, mediation may be
partially contraindicated where there are different views of key facts that need to be established.102 Even in these cases,
mediation may still be helpful after *38 the facts have been established (e.g., by a neutral third party or a panel of experts).
Mediation might not be appropriate where there is a significant imbalance of power.103 Finally, parties may not want to use
mediation when they have full information and only seek a neutral opinion on the extent of damages and other limited issues,
or they believe they have all relevant information and they are positive that they will prevail in court or arbitration.
If such contraindications exist, the case may be inappropriate for mediation. These impediments, however, do not exclude
mediation, but simply should be weighed against the goals of the parties, strengths of the parties and the case, and other
factors that may result in mediation still being superior to its alternatives.
If this analysis results in a 50-50 case for mediation, then mediation should still be utilized because it is a hospitable
procedure. It is always easier, if necessary, to go from mediation to adjudication than to take the reverse course. Moreover,
frequently the case may lend itself to fragmentation. One or more issues could be resolved by mediation, while the remainder
are resolved by some other approach that is likely to suggest itself in the course of the mediation proceeding.
2. Public Perspective
The public concern about process selection may arise in a number of ways. Sometimes, for public policy reasons, the
legislature provides specific procedures for particular transactions104 or bars them for others.105 Where courts have the power
to assign cases to various ADR procedures they may take account of the public interest when making such an assignment. For
example, a court might conclude that a garden-variety tort case posing no novel issues should be settled, and, therefore,
referred to mediation or ENE. However, unless *39 that referral is only a step preliminary to litigation, it could be challenged
on the ground of denial of access to court. Conversely, a court may decide that a case raises novel issues of statutory or
constitutional interpretation, and may insist that the case be litigated.106 With the exception of specialized cases requiring
court approval for settlement,107 however, there is no way for a court to prevent the parties from settling the case and
dismissing the lawsuit.
Aside from specific statutory directives of the kind mentioned, the most salient cases against settlement from a public policy
perspective resemble, in some respects, those listed from a party perspective, namely:
• cases presenting “a genuine social need for an authoritative interpretation of law;”108
• cases involving serious power imbalances;
• cases that may involve issues of judicial enforcement;
• cases involving a need for public sanctioning (e.g., serious health code violations by a landlord); and
• recurring violations (e.g., of consumer protection laws).
C. Step Three A: If Mediation, What Type?
Although the implication of having mediation as a presumed process may sound simplistic, there is, in fact, a whole range of
mediation processes that may be applied in each case. Mediation is not a simple, pre-determined single process, but a range
of processes.
The most important kinds of mediation are:109

• facilitative/elicitive;
• evaluative/directive;
• transformative/problem-solving;
• court-related/out-of-court.
*40 These approaches are not exclusive; there is a continuum of mediator behaviors that can be “both evaluative and
facilitative--on the same issue, on different issues, simultaneously, or at different times.”110 It is also possible to be
facilitative on substance yet directive on process.
Other choices for the design of mediation include: with/without caucuses, with/without lawyers, length of the process, etc.111
There are at least two ways of deciding what kind of mediation a party needs. Some disputants have a clear view of the kind
of mediation they want. For example, in a commercial case where the parties are far apart, a more evaluative form of
mediation may be preferred. On the other hand, Anna and John, going through a divorce, may prefer a more facilitative
model, which will maximize their chances of a good relationship in the future. In other instances, where parties do not quite
know what they need, they may look for a certain kind of mediator and let her take the lead on deciding about the type of
process.
D. Step Three B: If Not Mediation, then What?
Where mediation is not appropriate, for the reasons indicated earlier,112 parties must resort to the three-step analysis113 in
Part II of this article in an effort to fit the forum to the fuss, including the possibility of designing a custom-made process that
responds to the needs of the parties and the characteristics of the case. We believe that the case where mediation is
inappropriate will be relatively rare. According to data from the federal courts, ninety-eight percent of all civil cases and
ninety-five percent of criminal cases settle through agreement of the parties or are withdrawn from the court without a final
court decision.114 Hence, our thesis is that one should begin the search for the most appropriate process with automatic resort
to mediation, leaving open the question of the type of mediation that is most suitable for the particular case.
*41 Figure 1
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
E. Summary and Conclusions
Selecting an appropriate dispute resolution procedure for the effective resolution of a particular dispute is a challenging task-more art than science. It may involve a number of intangible factors, such as the ADR culture in the venue in question and the
power dynamics between the parties. In this Article we have examined the theoretical issues presented by some of the leading
scholars and organizations who have looked at the problem. We have also described the actual practice in the field (to the
extent there exist reliable data).
A preliminary conclusion of this examination is that there are no ironclad, definitive answers. However, in this Article we
tried to present several reasons for our suggested approach of normally beginning with mediation (a revealing and flexible
process that readily opens the way to other processes as needed). The only exception to this approach comes in the limited
situations where there are contraindications to mediation. In all other situations, using some form of mediation at the outset is
likely to be most productive.
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